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Abstract A search for a fermiophobic Higgs boson using diphoton events produced in proton-proton collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of $\sqrt{s} = 7$ TeV is performed using data corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 4.9 fb$^{-1}$ collected by the ATLAS experiment at the Large Hadron Collider. A specific benchmark model is considered where all the fermion couplings to the Higgs boson are set to zero and the bosonic couplings are kept at the Standard Model values (fermiophobic Higgs model). The largest excess with respect to the background-only hypothesis is found at 125.5 GeV, with a local significance of 2.9 standard deviations, which reduces to 1.6 standard deviations when taking into account the look-elsewhere effect. The data exclude the fermiophobic Higgs model in the ranges 110.0–118.0 GeV and 119.5–121.0 GeV at 95 % confidence level.

Several extensions of the Standard Model (SM) have been proposed in which the Higgs field couplings to some or all fermion generations are substantially suppressed, for example two Higgs doublet models or Higgs triplet models [1–4]. A fermiophobic benchmark model, in which the Higgs field couplings to all fermions are set to zero while the couplings to bosons are kept at their SM values, has been introduced to allow a generic investigation of these scenarios [5].

In such a model, the production of the Higgs boson in hadron colliders and its decay properties are significantly altered compared to the SM. Fermiophobic Higgs bosons can only be produced via vector boson fusion (VBF) or associated production with vector bosons (VH, V = W, Z). Because Higgs boson decays to fermions are absent at tree level, the branching fractions for decays to gauge bosons are enhanced. In addition, the partial width of the decay to two photons is enhanced by the suppression of the destructive interference between the W-boson and top-quark loops. The resulting cross section times branching ratio for fermiophobic Higgs boson production with decay to two photons is larger than that of the SM for Higgs boson masses ($m_H$) below 125 GeV. Table 1 lists, for several values of $m_H$, the fermiophobic Higgs boson cross section multiplied by the decay branching ratio into two photons. The ratio of this quantity with respect to that of the SM Higgs boson and the enhancement of the diphoton branching ratio are also shown. In addition to the enhanced diphoton decay rates, the recoiling jets or vector bosons in the VBF or VH production modes, respectively, imply a high transverse momentum for the Higgs boson that can be exploited as a discriminating variable in the analysis. However, for increasing $m_H$ the diphoton decay rate falls rapidly, making the search less sensitive at higher masses in this decay channel.

Searches for a fermiophobic Higgs boson have been performed at the LEP and Tevatron colliders. The combination of results from the LEP experiments [5] excludes a fermiophobic Higgs boson at 95 % confidence level (CL) for masses below 109 GeV. When including both the $WW$ and $\gamma\gamma$ decay modes, the Tevatron experiments exclude a fermiophobic Higgs boson with masses up to 119 GeV [6, 7].

This letter describes a search for a fermiophobic Higgs boson using diphoton events produced in proton-proton collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of $\sqrt{s} = 7$ TeV using data corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 4.9 fb$^{-1}$ collected by the ATLAS experiment. This analysis follows exactly that of the related search for a SM Higgs boson with the same dataset [8], but the fermiophobic Higgs hypothesis is used to construct the signal model. The sensitivity to the fermiophobic signal is larger than that for the SM Higgs due to the larger diphoton transverse momentum.

The ATLAS detector is described in detail in Ref. [9]. The most relevant subsystems for this analysis are the calorimeter, in particular the electromagnetic section, and the inner detector. The electromagnetic calorimeter is a lead–liquid-argon detector, finely segmented in the lateral
The transverse momentum of each track is required to be less than 5 GeV. Corrections for the small estimated energy leakage outside the excluded region, the underlying event and effects of additional minimum bias interactions occurring in the same or neighbouring bunch crossings (in-time and out-of-time pileup) are applied to this quantity on an event-by-event basis.

The invariant mass of each diphoton candidate \((m_{\gamma\gamma})\) is evaluated using the photon energies, the impact points measured in the calorimeter and the production vertex. The photon energy calibration is performed independently for converted and unconverted photons. Converted photons are defined to be those with a well-reconstructed conversion vertex in the inner detector. A detailed simulation of the detector geometry and response is used for the calibration. Additional corrections due to mis-modelling of the material in front of the calorimeter and of calorimeter non-uniformities are applied. These amount to about \(\pm1\%\) depending on the pseudorapidity of the photon and are obtained from studies of \(Z \rightarrow e^+e^-\) decays in data [13]. The diphoton production vertex along the beam axis is determined by combining the trajectories of each photon, measured using the longitudinal segmentation of the calorimeter, with a constraint from the average beam spot position. The position of the conversion vertex is also used where the photons convert in the tracking region instrumented with silicon detectors. Conversion candidates with tracks reconstructed in inactive regions of the innermost pixel layer are rejected to reduce the contamination from misidentified electrons. The resolution of the diphoton mass reconstructed using this method is dominated by the photon energy resolution.

A total of 22,489 events were selected with a diphoton invariant mass between 100 GeV and 160 GeV. Although not used directly in the final result, the diphoton sample composition was studied using a two-dimensional side-band technique based on photon identification quality and isolation [8]. The fraction of true diphoton events was estimated to be \((71 \pm 5)\%\). The rest of the background is due to events with one or more misidentified jets, except for a small \((\sim0.7\%)\) contribution from Drell-Yan events where both electrons pass the photon selection.

To enhance the sensitivity of the analysis, the data sample is split into nine categories, each with different expected signal mass resolutions, signal yields and signal-to-background ratios (S/B). This categorisation depends on the impact point of the photons on the calorimeter, the presence of photon conversions and the value of the component of the diphoton transverse momentum orthogonal to the diphoton thrust-like axis in the transverse plane \(\rho_T\) [14, 15].

Events in which both photons are unconverted are separated into the **unconverted central** (both photons in the cen-

\[ \rho_T = \left| \vec{p}_{\gamma\gamma} \right| \times \hat{r}, \]

where \(\hat{r} = \frac{\vec{p}_\gamma - \vec{p}_{\gamma'}}{\left| \vec{p}_\gamma - \vec{p}_{\gamma'} \right|} \)

\(\vec{p}_\gamma\) and \(\vec{p}_{\gamma'}\) are the transverse momenta of the two photons, and \(\vec{p}_{\gamma\gamma} = \vec{p}_\gamma + \vec{p}_{\gamma'}\) is the transverse momentum of the diphoton system.
eral region of the barrel calorimeter, $|\eta| < 0.75$) and unconverted rest (all other events) categories. Events for which at least one photon is converted are separated into the converted central (both photons within $|\eta| < 0.75$), converted transition (at least one photon close to the barrel/end-cap transition region, $1.3 < |\eta| < 1.75$) and converted rest (the remaining events) categories.

With the exception of the converted transition category, all the events are further subdivided into low $p_T$ ($p_T < 40$ GeV) and high $p_T$ (all other events) categories. Monte Carlo (MC) simulation studies show that a fermiophobic Higgs boson signal has larger $p_T$ on average than background events. This quantity is strongly correlated with the diphoton transverse momentum but offers several advantages. Higher values of $p_T$ do not include kinematic configurations for which the two photons are back-to-back in the azimuthal plane with substantially different transverse momenta. This reduces biases on the identification and isolation (transverse energy deposited around the photon) of the sub-leading photon in the high $p_T$ categories and retains a monotonically falling diphoton invariant mass distribution for the background events at the chosen cut values. The latter quality is advantageous for the background modelling and associated uncertainties discussed below.

A full Geant4-based [16] MC simulation [17] of Higgs boson events decaying into two photons is used to model the expected signal. The signal yields are normalised to next-to-next-to-leading-order production cross sections [18–23] and the branching ratios for the fermiophobic Higgs boson are calculated using HDECAY [24]. Higgs boson VBF production is simulated using POWHEG [25] interfaced with PYTHIA [26] for showering and hadronisation, while PYTHIA is chosen for the VH processes. Pileup effects are simulated by overlaying each MC event with a variable number of simulated inelastic $pp$ collisions, taking into account the LHC bunch-train structure [27].

A set of corrections is applied to the simulated events in order to match the data-taking conditions. The simulated events are re-weighted to reproduce the distribution of the average number of interactions per bunch crossing reconstructed in the data, which has a mean value of about nine for the data sample used in this analysis. The energies of the simulated photons are smeared to account for differences observed in studies of the calorimeter resolution with $Z \rightarrow e^+e^-$ decays. Calorimeter shower shapes used in the photon identification are slightly shifted to improve the agreement with the distributions observed with inclusive photons from data.

The number of fermiophobic Higgs bosons expected after candidate selection and the overall signal selection efficiency for various values of $m_H$ are shown in Table 1. The signal selection efficiency increases from 32 % to 42 % as the Higgs boson mass increases from 110 GeV to 150 GeV.

The signal is modelled as the sum of a core component, described by a Crystal Ball (CB) function [28], and a wider Gaussian component incorporating outlying events. The latter component typically accounts for less than 5 % of the signal. Table 2 lists the expected full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) and Gaussian width of the core component ($\sigma_{CB}$) for each of the nine event categories. The expected number of signal events for $m_H = 120$ GeV, the number of background events in the diphoton mass range of 100 GeV to 160 GeV, and the signal-to-background ratio in a mass window containing 90 % of the signal are also shown. The main sensitivity to the fermiophobic production modes comes from the high $p_T$ categories due to their enhanced signal yields and signal-to-background ratios. Figure 1 shows the signal diphoton mass distribution summed over the high $p_T$ categories for a Higgs boson mass of 120 GeV.

The observed diphoton invariant mass distribution in each category is modelled by an exponential function. A fit to the data is performed for which the slope and normalisation are unconstrained. Studies with large samples of simulated diphoton events show that this simple function gives a good description of the expected shape. The small systematic uncertainties associated with this assumption are discussed below. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the diphoton mass distributions of the selected data events summed over the low and high $p_T$ categories, respectively. The converted transition category is included in the low $p_T$ categories.

Systematic uncertainties affecting the signal significance arise from uncertainties on the predicted signal yields, the expected partition of the signal among the categories and the modelling of the signal and background shapes. The dominant experimental uncertainty on the signal yield is due to the imperfect knowledge of the photon reconstruction and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>$\sigma_{CB}$</th>
<th>FWHM</th>
<th>$N_S$</th>
<th>$N_D$</th>
<th>S/B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unconverted central, low $p_T$</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>1763</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unconverted central, high $p_T$</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unconverted rest, low $p_T$</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>6234</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unconverted rest, high $p_T$</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>1006</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Converted central, low $p_T$</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>1318</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Converted central, high $p_T$</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Converted rest, low $p_T$</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>7311</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Converted rest, high $p_T$</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>1072</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Converted transition</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>3366</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All categories: 1.7 3.9 91.2 22489 0.03
identification efficiencies, which is estimated to be ±11 %. This uncertainty is studied with electrons from W and Z boson decays in data, and photons from radiative decays of Z bosons to electron and muon pairs. In addition, the effect of pileup on photon identification gives a further contribution to the signal yield uncertainty of ±4 %. Uncertainties related to the trigger efficiency (±1 %), isolation cut efficiency (±5 %) and luminosity (±3.9 %) are also included here.

Uncertainties on the signal cross section include a combination of the uncertainties on the parton distribution functions [29, 30] and $\alpha_s$, and uncertainties on the QCD scale. Combining the VBF and VH production modes this uncertainty is within ±4 % over the considered mass range. To this uncertainty, that due to the $H \rightarrow \gamma \gamma$ branching ratio (±5 %) is added linearly, based on the SM calculation [23]. This yields uncertainties of ±9 % on the theoretical signal yield, leading to an overall uncertainty of ±16 % on the total signal expectation. In addition, the uncertainty on the Higgs boson $p_T$ modelling is estimated by comparing signal samples from alternative MC generators—HERWIG [31] for VBF and ResBos [32] for VH. The result is a ±1 % signal migration between the low and high $p_T$ categories with a negligible effect on the signal selection efficiency.

The dominant uncertainties on the signal mass resolution are due to the uncertainty on the calorimeter energy resolution (±12 %) and photon calibration (±6 %), which are both extrapolated from the uncertainty on the electron calibration determined using Z and J/ψ data [13]. The latter comes from the imperfect knowledge of the material in front of the active part of the calorimeter and is estimated using simulations with different amounts of material. This quantity also affects the fraction of expected events in the categories with converted photons; the maximal migration between converted and unconverted categories is estimated to be ±4.5 %. Other effects on the signal mass resolution are due to pileup fluctuations contributing to the cluster energy measurement (±3 %) and to the uncertainty on the photon angular resolution (±1 %) which is studied in $Z \rightarrow e^+e^-$ decays using the track-based direction measurement. The total relative uncertainty on the diphoton invariant mass resolution is thus ±14 %.

Systematic uncertainties on the background modelling arise from a possible deviation of the background mass distribution from the assumed exponential shape. This uncertainty is evaluated as the number of events that could be mistakenly attributed to the signal. It is estimated from the adequacy of the chosen background model’s description of the mass distribution predicted by ResBos [33]. The residuals
of the fit of the background model to the ResBos diphoton mass distribution are integrated over a sliding mass window of 4 GeV, the approximate FWHM of the expected signal. The largest deviations were found at small invariant masses and these uncertainties are then applied over the whole mass range. The resulting uncertainties range from ±0.1 to ±7.9 events in the individual analysis categories, where the magnitude of these uncertainties is roughly proportional to the number of background events in each category. These absolute uncertainties do not scale with the signal strength in the final likelihood fit. For a fermiophobic Higgs boson with $m_H = 120$ GeV the background modelling uncertainty in the high $p_T$ categories is equivalent to up to 5% of the signal yield with nominal signal strength. The estimation of the uncertainties is cross-checked by fitting the data with different functional forms and comparing the result to the exponential fit.

The possible presence of a signal is investigated using a combined likelihood function constructed from the signal and background models for the diphoton invariant mass distribution in each of the nine categories. Unbinned maximum likelihood fits of the signal strength are performed, treating the systematic uncertainties as nuisance parameters—fourteen in total. These nuisance parameters are added to the signal likelihood function using a Gaussian term for the background modelling uncertainty, and log-normal terms for all other uncertainties.

The compatibility of the data with the background-only hypothesis, relative to the hypothesis of background plus the fermiophobic model signal, is quantified by the local significance $p_0$. Figure 3 shows the result for $m_H$ ranging from 110 GeV to 150 GeV, where $p_0$ is computed in 0.5 GeV steps using asymptotic formulae [34]. The contributions to $p_0$ values from the high $p_T$ and low $p_T$ categories are shown separately. The high $p_T$ contribution has a minimum $p_0$ at 125 GeV, while the low $p_T$ contribution has a minimum at 127 GeV. The larger signal-to-background ratio as well as the larger expected signal yield in the high $p_T$ category compared to the low $p_T$ category results in the high $p_T$ contribution dominating in the final result. The combined $p_0$ has a minimum at 125.5 GeV corresponding to 3.0 standard deviations. The figure also shows the $p_0$ value expected for a fermiophobic Higgs boson signal, as a function of Higgs boson mass.

To obtain the final result, the impact of the uncertainties on the photon energy scale is considered for Higgs boson masses in the region of the minimum $p_0$, as shown in Fig. 3. The corresponding effect on the measured $p_0$ value is estimated using pseudo-experiments, since asymptotic formulae were found not to yield accurate estimates of the probability in this case. The position of the minimum $p_0$ is almost unchanged and the significance is lowered to 2.9 standard deviations. Taking the look-elsewhere effect [35] into account in the range 110–150 GeV, the significance reduces to about 1.6 standard deviations, with $p_0 \approx 0.051$. This may be compared to the result of a search for the SM Higgs boson performed with the same dataset and candidate selection [8], yielding a minimum $p_0$ at a mass of 126.5 GeV with a global significance of 1.5 standard deviations. No statistically significant preference for either the SM or fermiophobic Higgs boson is observed.

Given the lack of evidence for a signal, mass-dependent exclusion limits on the fermiophobic benchmark model are calculated at the 95% confidence level (CL) with a profile likelihood ratio test statistic in the $C L_s$ modified frequentist approach [34, 36, 37] and are shown in Fig. 4. Fermiophobic Higgs boson masses from 110.0 GeV to 118.0 GeV and from 119.5 GeV to 121.0 GeV are excluded, while the expected exclusion mass range is 110.0–123.5 GeV. These results give more stringent lower mass limits than the previous results from LEP (108.2 GeV) [5] and the Tevatron (112.9 GeV from D0, 114 GeV from CDF) [6, 38] in the diphoton decay channel.
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